GATHERING
Cradle Mountain Hotel
10am-4pm May 16, 2020

memberservices@wildcaretas.org.au | 03 6165 4230

Reflect | Explore | Celebrate

Wildcare Tasmania is a powerhouse of volunteers, philanthropists
and staff who work together to care for Tasmania’s wild places,
wildlife and cultural heritage. We are a network of conversations
and commitments, sustained by good will and optimism in a world of
rapid and at times alarming change.
As Wildcare offers us the opportunity to follow our hearts by
restoring the land, this gathering offers you a chance to restore
yourself and be inspired by others as you;
share experiences and approaches
explore ideas
celebrate successes and reflect on challenges.
The October 2019 Gathering identified challenges and opportunities
before us in activating, regenerating and diversifying our volunteer
base, engaging the next generation, increasing our funding base and
staying relevant in the face of changing PWS priorities.
JOIN US to explore these issues and more
BE INFORMED about new directions that impact Wildcare groups
BE GROUNDED and welcomed to country
BE INSPIRED – you will hear short presentations from individuals
drawn from branch leaders, members, donors and partners
RAISE WHAT'S IMPORTANT to you and learn from each other in an
open and vibrant space
CONTRIBUTE– there will be an opportunity to join the Wildcare
Cradle Mountain Volunteers on a Working bee on Sunday 17th
CALL FOR TOPICS
We are calling for topics NOW and would love to hear from you if you
have a story/discussion topic that you would be willing to
share/convene a session on. Sessions will run concurrently
throughout the day and we will provide updates as the program is
built. There will also be an opportunity to post topics on the day.

EVENT DETAILS
When: Saturday May 16th, 10am - 4pm
Where: RACT Cradle Mountain Hotel, 3718 Cradle Mountain Rd,
Cradle Mountain TAS 7310. Phone (03) 6492 1404
The Wildcare Board have prioritised this event in the budget and we
are able to offer this as a free event which includes morning tea & a
BBQ lunch.
Register through the Wildcare Calendar (members) or by
contacting Kim on (03) 6165 4230 or
memberservices@wildcaretas.org.au
Registrations close 5pm Friday 1st May.
Thank you to RACT Cradle Mountain Hotel for donating use of this
special venue and subsidising food and accommodation.
RACT Cradle Mountain Hotel is offering a limited number of rooms at
a special Wildcare rate on Saturday night (mention Wildcare when
booking).

